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GUEST APPEARANCE: A call from SMI to 7nd common ground

By KYLE BLACK and MARK BENJAMIN  May 13, 2018

Editor's Note

As with all of our columnists, the bio information for Michael Fitzgerald lists just a few highlights of his
professional background not everything he's ever done.

Prior to joining the Finger Lakes Times as a columnist in 2011, Fitzgerald wrote about business, labor and
health care regulation for Washington D.C.-based BNA, Inc. a subsidiary of the Bloomberg Corporation. He
also was a contributing writer for the California-based business magazine "Prosper" reporting on
California companies, environmental issues, zoning and planning.

Neither Fitzgerald, nor anyone at the FLT, has ever personally attacked any of the hard-working, "up-at-
dawn, safety-driven ..." employees of Seneca Meadows, many of whom are family and friends.

We also don't find it any more presumptuous to run an opinion piece from a well-respected and
knowledgeable journalist raising important environmental and socioeconomic concerns as we do to run a
reply such as this from principals of the company.

We also believe in facilitating conversation on important local issues, which this back and forth has
achieved.

Mark Benjamin

This is in response to Michael Fitzgerald’s “Write On” opinion piece of April 27, “Nevertheless, they

persisted”:

Last time we checked in this great land of ours, in the words of Francis Scott Key, it is “the land of the

free and the home of the brave.” It is a privilege, a tremendous honor and immensely humbling that

we have the luxury to sit in our chairs and tap the keys to kick around how great or how awful the

up-at-dawn, safety-driven, hard-hat-wearing, odor-crushing, environmental-guardians-so-you-can-

rest team is.

It is the American way to advocate for the closing of American businesses that are not “clean.”

Everyone seems to be an expert around here on the environment and protecting the environment,

which makes attacking the good work that the people actually do at Seneca Meadows to protect the
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environment, shall we say — low-hanging fruit.

However, it is very presumptuous for a newspaper to print a piece from a columnist — sans any

business, economic, planning or environmental expertise according to his columnist bio snippet —

demanding an end to a specific business’ legal rights and close its doors. It is all too convenient for

this presumption to forget that before Seneca Meadows cleaned up the Tantalo site, circa 1980, with

its own resources, there was a plume headed straight to the canal. Before Seneca Meadows, there

was not a facility to recycle 2 million tires per year. Before Seneca Meadows expanded in the late

‘90s, there was not a 1,100-acre permanent conservation center that has seen wildlife habitat more

than triple and that has been designated with Audubon’s Important Bird Area designation.

In addition, the associated decomposition of this imported waste has resulted in enough renewable

energy to power and heat all of Seneca County. And speaking of imported waste, why is it OK to

welcome NYC tourists but not OK to take care of their waste for the protection of all of us? It takes a

village but not when it comes to garbage?

Furthermore, let’s also conveniently forget the hundreds of local, living wage-paying industrial and

construction jobs and the associated trickle-down effect of this economic engine of a local company

that results in a $72 million positive ANNUAL economic impact to Seneca County. The associated

positive economic impacts to neighboring Cayuga, Ontario, Schuyler and Tompkins counties have

not been calculated.

Finally, what is so abhorrent about a business and municipality having a mutually beneficial host

benefits agreement? Do you know that Hobart and William Smith Colleges operate under a similar

arrangement? Del Lago? Geneva General? Cornell University and its satellite campuses? The town of

Seneca Falls has been the community host with the Seneca Meadows landfill for over 18 years and

over $47 million to benefit every single taxpayer in Seneca Falls.

It’s easy to grab the low-hanging fruit. Instead of a call to disrupt people’s lives with a tripling of taxes

and a divisive not-in-my-backyard attitude, the call should be for collaboration and partnership to

improve upon what’s already been done. The call should be to sit down and find common ground so

we can leave this earth better than when we found it.

Nevertheless, thank you for the high marks.

Kyle Black is the district manager at Seneca Meadows and Mark Benjamin is the community relations director.


